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The player with the most              has the finest Neighborhood and wins!

Still tied? Then the tied player whose age is closest to 42 wins!

Count the total number of              each player earns from Buildings 
(face up cards) in their Neighborhood.

If two or more players are tied for first place, the tied player with the largest
Neighborhood  (i.e. most total Buildings and Plans) wins.

If there is still a tie, the tied player with the most Mint Tokens wins.

SCORING

ACTIONS

The player chooses an unoccupied Mint Placement space and places the
required amount of Mint Tokens on it, granting them the Location's e�ect.

Place

The player's turn is over. On their next turn they will have the chance to
choose Place or Pass again.

Pass

KEYWORDS

A player’s Neighborhood is the area in front of that player. All of the Mint
Tokens, Plans and Buildings they own and control are considered to be in
their Neighborhood.

Neighborhood

Face up cards in players’ Neighborhoods, even if their names might
suggest otherwise.

Building

When a plan is Lost, it is put face down at the bottom of the plan deck. Any
lost Mint Tokens are returned to the Mint Supply.

Lose

When a player gains something, they take it from the respective supply
and place it into their Neighborhood.

Gain

Cards in the Plan Deck, Plan Supply and face down in players’ Neighborhods,
When a plan is built, it becomes a Building.

Plan
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The Mint Supply is not limited. If you run out of Mint Tokens, try
taking a few  from the Supplier without emptying any spaces.NOTE

Proceed to the next Development phase.

PHASES
Each round consists of the Development phase followed by the Upkeep phase,

Development

Upkeep

The player currently holding the Starting Player Token takes the first turn.

A player has two options on their turn. They may choose either the Place or
Pass action. After completing one of these actions, the turn is passed
clockwise to the next player.

The Development phase repeats untill all players consecutively pass, ending
the phase. Then proceed to the Upkeep phase.

If any player has seven or more              provided by Buildings in their
Neighborhood, the game ends and Scoring takes place.

Each player gains one Mint Token.

Return all Mint Tokens on Locations to the Mint Supply.

If there are any Mint Tokens on Deed Locations, the Owners of those
Locations gain the indicated amount of Mint Tokens from the Mint Supply.

Resolve all "Upkeep" e�ects on Buildings.

Refill the Plan Supply to three face up cards from the Plan Deck. If it is not
possible to completely fill the Plan Supply, the game ends and
Scoring takes place.

CONTENTS

2 Double Sided AI Cards

21 Plan Cards

10 Location Cards

33 Cards

6 Red 5 Value Mint Tokens

30 White 1 Value Mint Tokens

Starting Player Token

This Rules Sheet
1-4

15 mins

13+

Mint Works is a light and straightforward worker placement game. Its compact
size makes it easy to put in your pocket and take it anywhere.  Its simple rules
make it easy to introduce new players to the genre of worker placement.

During the game each player will have a limited amount of Mint Tokens, which
represent their workers. Players will use these Mint Tokens to earn more tokens,
take starting player or buy Plans and build them. Plans/Buildings are how players
earn points. Some Buildings will give points         , others may grant extra powers
to their owner.

Once any player has at least 7 points earned (or if there are not enough plans to
refill the supply) the end of the game is triggered. The game will then be over at
the end of the current round.

Whoever has the most points provided by Buildings in their neighborhood wins!

OVERVIEW

SETUP
Plan Supply

Mint Supply

Core Locations

Plan Deck

Deed Locations

Advanced Locations
(Optional)

When everything is set up, the play area should look something like this.

Player
Neighborhoods

The four (4) Core Locations are placed on the table 
granting easy access to all players, showing the side
corresponding to the number of players.

The two (2) Deed Locations are placed next to the Core
Locations, showing their ‘closed’ side.

Optional: Two (2) Advanced Locations are selected at
random and placed next to the Core Locations.

All Plans are shu�ed and stacked face down near the
Locations forming the Plan Deck.

Three (3) Plans are drawn from and placed face up next
to the Plan Deck forming the Plan Supply.

The Mint Tokens are placed near the Plan Supply
forming the Mint Supply. 

Each player gains three (3) Mint Tokens from the Mint Supply.

The Starting Player Token goes to the player with
the freshest breath.



When everything is set up, the play area should look something like this.

Plan Supply

Mint Supply

Plan Deck
Location Line

Advanced Location
(Optional)

Player
Neighborhood
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LOCATIONS IN DETAIL PLANS IN DETAIL

During the Upkeep phase, gain one (1) Mint Token from the Mint Supply. Then
choose another player to gain one (1) Mint Token from the Mint Supply.

Co-0p

During the Upkeep phase gain one (1) Mint Token from the Mint Supply for each
face up Building in the same Neighborhood, including Corporate HQ.

Corporate HQ

Plans bought from the Supplier are placed into this Neighborhood face up
as Buildings.

Assembler

Pay one (1) Mint Token fewer when building Plans at the Builder location, to a
minimum of one (1) Mint Token.

Crane

Counts as two (2)  Culture           buildings in all scenarios, including, but not
 limited to: Museum, Obelisk, Corporate HQ and Tiebreakers.

Bridge

When built, turn the Lotto location over to its “Open” side. This location is now
available like any other location by players on their turn.

During the Upkeep phase if the Lotto location is occupied, add two (2) Mint
Tokens from the Mint Supply to the same Neighborhood.

Lotto

During the Upkeep phase take one (1) Mint Token from the Mint Supply and place
it on Gallery. Gallery has             equal to the number of Mint Tokens placed on it.

Gallery

Reduce the number of             provided by each Culture           Building in the same 
Neighborhood by one (1), to a minimum of zero (0).

Landfill

Pay one (1) Mint Token fewer when buying Plans at the Supplier location, to a
minimum of one (1) Mint Token.

Truck

When built, turn the Wholesaler location over to its “Open” side. This location
is now available like any other location by players on their turn.

During the Upkeep phase if the Wholesaler location is occupied, add
one (1) Mint Token from the Mint Supply to the same Neighborhood.

Wholesaler

Provides             for each Building in the same Neighborhood.
Obelisk

Gain                          for each face down Plan in the same Neighborhood.
Vault

Provides             for each Culture          Building in the same Neighborhood.
Museum

The player gains three (3) Mint Tokens from the Mint Supply, then each other
player gains one (1) Mint Token from the Mint Supply.

Crowdfunder

The player gains the Starting Player Token from its current holder. They also
gain one (1) Mint Token from the Mint Supply. A player is allowed to use this
location even if they already have the Starting Player Token.

Leadership Council

Just like the Supplier, the player gains two (2) Mint Tokens from the Mint Supply.
Wholesaler

The player gains the top card from the Plan Deck into their Neighborhood.
They do not have to reveal this card until it is built. 

Lotto

Placing here allows the player to take any one (1) Building or Plan from their
Neighborhood and place it at the bottom of the Plan Deck.

If they chose a Plan, they gain Mint Tokens from the Mint Supply equal to the
sum of the chosen Plan’s printed cost and value.

If they chose a Building, they gain Mint Tokens from the Mint Supply equal to the
sum of the chosen Building’s printed cost, and currently calculated              value.

Recycler

Placing here allows the player to take any one Building or Plan from their
Neighborhood and place it into the Plan Supply. Then they gain one Plan from the
Supply and place it into their Neighborhood face down, even if the chosen card
was a Building.

Swap Meet

The player may utilize another Location’s ability as though they had placed on
that Location. The number of Mint Tokens to be placed is one (1) plus the desired
Location’s requirement. A Location must have at least one occupied space in
order to be targeted by the Temp Agency.

Temp Agency

The player gains a Plan from the Plan Supply into their Neighborhood. The
number of Mint Tokens to be placed is determined by the desired Plan’s Cost.

Supplier

SOLITAIRE SETUP

The standard rules apply to solitaire mode, with the following exceptions:

 The AI will always build the oldest Plan in its Neighborhood first.

 The AI will buy Plans based on their Supplier Priority, checking first for the Cost of available Plans. If there is a tie for Cost, it then checks the Type of Plan. If there
is still a tie, it will buy the Plan closest to the Plan Deck. Only Plans the AI can currently a�ord are taken into consideration.

 During the Upkeep phase, if there are no Mint Tokens on the Supplier before returning all Mint Tokens to the Mint Supply, put the two (2) Plans in the Plan Supply at
the bottom of the Plan Deck, and replace them with two (2) new Plans from the Plan Deck.

 When performing the Place action for the AI, place the required amount of Mint Tokens from the AI’s Mints on the corresponding Mint Placement Space.

If the AI is unable to use any Location, it chooses the Pass action.

 When the AI performs the Place action, it will always place in the first available Mint Placement Space in the Location line that it can use, starting with the Producer.

When a Plan is taken from the Supplier and not replaced by another e�ect, immediately replace it with one (1) from the Plan Deck

SOLITAIRE RULES

One (1) of the four (4) AIs is selected as your opponent.

The four (4) Core Locations and two (2) Deed Locations are placed in a
line on the table, ‘one player’ or ‘closed’ sides showing. Line them up in the
following order: 
           Producer, Wholesaler, Builder, Supplier, Leadership Council, Lotto.

Optional: One (1) Advanced Location is selected at random and placed
after the Lotto

The Mint Tokens are placed near the Plan Supply forming the Mint Supply.

Three (3) Mint Tokens are taken from the Mint Supply and added to
your Neighborhood.

Mint Tokens equal to your opponent’s Starting Mint Token Share are taken
from the Mint Supply and placed into their Neighborhood.

All Plans are shu�ed and stacked face down near the Locations forming the Plan Deck.

Two (2) Plans are drawn from and placed face up next to the Plan Deck
forming the Plan Supply.
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Watch the how to play, and so much more. James Sander-Cederlof


